Alentejo Wines & Gastronomy: develop your creative potential…
Be a traditional winemaker and cooker for one day!

Program: Évora & Estremoz, February 23rd, 2019.
Informations & bookings: info@genuinealentejo.com
 Morning – 09h30: meeting with our private tour guide in Évora, in the “Giraldo” square, next to
the marble fountain. After a 10-minute walk, we will arrive at the location where we will
participate in a cooking class, having to assert our gastronomic and culinary skills, learning to
cook our own traditional meal: a remarkable “hands-on” experience prepared by our hosts, who
will help us to unveil many of the secrets of the Alentejo gastronomy, providing us a fun but
simultaneously educational learning, to prepare regional traditional dishes and desserts, enjoyed
then during lunch, with regional certified wines, in excellent company and conviviality.
 Afternoon: After lunch, we will departure from Évora towards Estremoz in private transportation

(bus), to visit one of the best wineries of Portugal, nationally and internationally awarded for the
excellent quality of its wines. After visiting the cellars, learning about the soils, grape varieties
and the process and procedures of vinification to produce several blends, we will participate in
the “Oenologist for a day!” unique experience, learning so much more about the several wine
varieties to be able to mix them to get our customized wine blend, according to our preference
and personal taste, taking the product of this experience with us in personalized bottles.
Departure from the winery, arriving in Évora around 18h30/19h00. End of the experience.

Important notes:
 Activity/experience for a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 25 registers.
 Not reaching the minimum of registers (10), the activity will not take place and the payments
made will be returned to the registers during the conference in Évora.
 With your booking/registration, please inform us if you have any food restrictions.
 In case of unavailability or if at last minute any planned place is unavailable, we will have to
change the program, offering a similar experience.
 The company responsible for the organization and operation of this program, “Genuine Alentejo
– Portugal’s Remarkable Tourist Experiences”, is one of the pilot initiatives of the project
“Creatour - Creative Tourism Destination Development in Small Cities and Rural Areas”, an
incubator/demonstration and multidisciplinary research initiative, supporting collaborative
research processes. So during the operationalization of this program and experiences, developed
within the scope of that project, all participants will be asked for a small contribution in a brief
questionnaire and filming for the documentary the team of filmmakers will produce for the
project. For more detailed information about “Creatour” please go to http://creatour.pt/en/
Included services:
 Private tour guide | Private transportation (bus) from Évora – Estremoz – Évora | Lunch | Cooking
and wine “hands-on” experiences | Winery visit, wine tasting and “oenologist for a day”
experience.
Not included:
 Other meals, snacks, drinks, souvenirs and other personal expenses.
Booking/registration method & deadline:
 February 10th, sending an email to info@genuinealentejo.com with your full name, requesting
your registration in the activity/experience, along with the proof of payment/bank transfer
made.
Payment method, price & deadline:
 February 10th, 95€/pax, by bank transfer identified with the name of the participant, to the
following account:
NIB: 0010 0000 53832280 001 75 | IBAN: PT50 0010 0000 5383 2280 0017 5 | SWIFT/BIC: BBPIPTPL

